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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
PAZOO UPDATE
We are in the process of updating PZOO.
Pazoo, Inc. owns a 100% equity stake in MA & Associates, a Gold Standard marijuana lab testing facility in the State of
Nevada. Pazoo also owns a 100% controlling interest in Harris Lee, LLC.; a company formed to set up testing labs
throughout the USA and possibly Canada. CannabisKing Distribution LLC, a new wholly-owned subsidiary is expanding
the Company’s footprint in the sales and distribution of non-controlled hemp products market. CannabisKing has
already signed agreements with Accuvape, Pure Grow Systems and MJPayment
The state of Nevada mandates stringent testing of marijuana for impurities and other compounds before it is supplied to
dispensaries. MA & Associates has partnered with Steep Hill Labs, the worldwide leader in marijuana testing. With
operations slated to begin April 2015 at the Las Vegas facility, MA & Associates is positioned to be the number one
testing facility for marijuana in the state of Nevada. Harris Lee is setting up a laboratory in Oregon and expects the unit
to be fully functional by September 2015. Harris Lee is soon expected to acquire the right to operate the revenue
generating Steep Hill Labs laboratory in Colorado from Front Range, the current licensee in Colorado. Harris Lee has
also assigned a lease to secure a location for its Oregon cannabis testing laboratory. Revenues are expected to come
on-line in late 2015.
With the legalization of marijuana being legislated in many other states, marijuana testing will become a crucial and
required necessity before marijuana is marketed. This industry demand places Pazoo, Inc in an ideal position to supply
required services nationwide. Marijuana testing labs are a high margin business.
Pazoo’s business model can be scaled to take advantage of the growing global opportunity in the medical marijuana
space especially through its association with Steep Hill Labs. There are certain sub-sectors in the cannabis industry
that are a foundation to the growth of the industry.
Pazoo is ideally positioned to establish as Starbucks kind of national cannabis testing labs footprint.

